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Limited Deal: Get both trilogies for less than $2 The second UiF Trilogy: mybook.to/UiFT2This is a

Limited Time Special price on both trilogies (80% off)I am Fury. Evil has followed me to Earth. I shall

Protect this World until my Dying Breath.When the Obsidian Empire obliterates the Star Alliance

with the help of the Zarlacks, an old evil race long thought extinct, the universe is set ablaze. The

last survivors are forced to make a blind jump beyond the outer reach of the charted universe, to a

world teeming with life: Earth. The fleetÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s arrival inadvertently alerts the enemies to the

presence of sentient life in that part of space, resulting in a swift and devastating invasion of the

blue marble.Under the guidance of the Olympian goddess of Love, Aphroditis, Lieutenant Chase

Athanatos learns of his origins and must race against time in a daring attempt to save Earth, their

Last Sanctuary.With Earth now thrown at the center of the conflict, the newly formed Earth Alliance

struggles to keep the enemy at bay. Desperately outnumbered, Chase and his friends must wage

one battle after another while seeking new allies to survive.When it becomes clear that his Fury

powers are awakening in him, Chase must face his inner demons and learn to control them or he

could very well destroy the universe he has sworn to protect. Can his Fury heritage and unwavering

determination hold the key to change the course of everyoneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s destiny?The Trilogy edition

contains the first 3 books of the Universe in Flames saga: Earth - Last Sanctuary, Fury to the Stars

and Destination Oblivion in one eBook. This version contains the latest edits and proofreads from

the series with a new coverAs a matter of principle, my books are DRM Free.
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The best I can say is that the plot had potential but it quickly became a piece of crappola. Gratuitous

PC Ideas thrown in here an there that does nothing to further the plot. Vegan ideology, cows

causing pollution, an AI Eco Terrorist wanting to wipe out humanity (gaiaism), socialism, let's all sing

Kumbaya etc. I was thinking they only thing missing was Homosexuality but not to be disappointed it

showed up. I found myself skimming through the book(s) only to find that there are three more

books in this disaster.

I purchased this trilogy not knowing what to expect. It is part fantasy and part science fiction. Many

simultaneous plots are well done and kept me interested. Hard to put down. After reading the first 3

books, I purchased the 4th in the Series. Then got an email saying I could purchase the second

trilogy for 99 cents. Jumped on that offer and am now reading the 7th in the series. Characters are

well developed and make you feel them.The only criticism are the fight scenes between Chase and

other Furies. A little drawn our and over the top.

Veru good read

Great read!

I really tried to read this book. I had a 3.5hr plane flight that I down loaded this for. This book's

writing is so simplistic that I felt it was written by a high schooler. and the borrowed tropes. My god

they were so blatant. Bad guy looks like demon. Bad guys behind the previous bad guy look like

lizards. Good guys are Greek in origin but after only 2000 years have forgotten about Earth.

Protagonist is half human half "fury".I made it through 20% but can't stomach anymore.

The plot of this series is really ridiculous, but that doesn't mean this fast moving space opera isn't a

heck of a lot of fun to read. You'll laugh, root for the protagonists and boo-hiss the villains and



wonder what the next deus ex machina will be to get the heroes out of a continuous series of

seemingly impossible situations. From quadranium (a mineral in short supply that runs things), to

F-14 Tomcat fighters updated for space battle to our fair haired Star Alliance fighter jock who falls

for a hot female red haired earth fighter pilot, and a lot more......have fun!

As an avid reader, I am always disappointed when a publisher releases a book for sale that is

written as poorly as this trilogy. These books read like they were written by a middle school student.

Aside from the childish writing, the author spends pages on absurd "love, love, love" kumbaya

scenes that leave you wondering if the appearances of "Aphroditis" in a space war saga is about to

be followed by the entry of a certain highly despised purple dinosaur giving group hugs and singing

nursery songs. If all that was not enough, the author has to hate on people who eat meat and

absurdly proclaims that cows are responsible for half of the planet's pollution.Overall, this series is

clearly a product of modern public school education, heavy on indoctrination and feather light on

redeeming value. If you value good writing, original thought, and a good space war without weak

minded political preaching, I suggest you look elsewhere. Getting through this trilogy was painful.

When you first start this book you'll think it was written by a 13-year-old. But you'll soon become

caught up in it. Then you might get a bit exasperated with the heavy-handed vegetarian and

environmental sermons masquerading as plot items. Then, once you get past THAT, you might

enjoy the books some more. Its a 50/50 whether you'll like it to be honest.
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